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A short message from the Digital Freight Alliance team:

On behalf of the Digital Freight Alliance by DP World, we would like to 
welcome you as a new member

Well-known as a leading global trade enabler and influencer, DP World has 
now established the Digital Freight Alliance (DFA) to create a new 
independent freight forwarders network association, covering more than

 190 countries. DFA brings together the global community of logistics 
providers using the SeaRates.com, LandRates,com and AirRates.com digital 
platforms. 

As A DFA member, you now have access to major business development 
opportunities and a range of leading-edge digital tools to enhance your 
transactions globally and thus give your business more impact. DFA offers a 
wide range of benefits but at outset we would draw your attention to some 
of the key features which make DFA unique:  

 Expertise & Guarantee: Digital Freight Alliance is well-known as we have 
an industry leading  blue chip company in DPW behind it, offering the re-
assurance of a known name with expertise and resource.Perhaps, the 
most important point, we guarantee the privacy of your customer 
information and we have a guarantee mechanism of “Payment 
Protection” on transportation costs for those who sign  up to the terms of 
our payment protection scheme described on the website

 Support: you have a team of account managers ready to respond, you 
need only email or call.

 Intelligence: As we are part of DP World, we will be sharing intelligence 
through documents and webinars that will be exclusive to Digital Freight 
Alliance. This intelligence will provide a better understanding of the 
global-local landscape.

 Innovation: Our model was created to share cutting-edge digital tools 
with freight forwarders like you to directly improve your bottom line. We 
aim to save you resources and time, allowing you to focus on what is more 
important, such as building more relationships.


Our everyday commitment is to deliver on these promises to help your 
business grow. Again, we welcome you and thank you for joining the Digital 
Freight Alliance: built to support each other.
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Now you are a member of 
Digital Freight Alliance

What’s next?

1.	How to leverage the DFA identity 

2.	Member's directory

3.	Logistics Explorer integration 

4.	Communicating between members 

5.	Reselling other premium members & SeaRates rates on your website

6.	Ability to advertise your rates on SeaRates marketplace

7.	Payment Protection 

8.	Cargoes Runner ERP 

9.	Other digital solutions 

10.	Your Account Manager

Discover your new opportunities:

The following will help onboard 
you to the unique experience of 
world’s first logistics network 
powered by digital tools and 
backed by
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1.	How to leverage the DFA identity

As a member of DFA, you have the right to use the DFA identity to add value 
to your company’s image.

Once your Know Your Customer (KYC) form is approved and you have 
received your directory access (login and password) together with your 
member ID, you can sign into the directory with your credentials where you 
will be able to download your Certificate of DFA Membership with your ID:

You will be able to download your ‘member’s certificate’ which you can 
present as an accreditation in the lobby or reception of your organization or 
can post it online in your website.  You can also order the original of 
Certificate by contacting DFA Support team at support@df-alliance.com.
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2.	Member's directory

As DFA is powered by the digital solutions of SeaRates, all members have the 
access to a Virtual Office, with all features unlocked.

In your Virtual office you can manage your new and current bookings, chats, 
followers, rates storage etc.

To access your dashboard – sign into the SeaRates website or click on 
“Dashboard” from your DFA directory account.
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2.1 Dashboard

When you sign in, you land in the Dashboard homepage, where you can see 
all your current activity and summary of all tabs inside Virtual Office (new 
and current bookings, documents, finances, chats, followers etc.) for easy 
navigation.

Digital Freight Alliance connects its all members in our digital platform 
SeaRates.com. SeaRates is a trusted online platform designed to provide 
cargo owners and consumers looking to transport their goods with the best 
rates allowing them to book shipments of cargo from and to anywhere in 
the world. SeaRates goal is to make the work of any logistics business on the 
internet as easy as the sale of air tickets - simple, user friendly, convenient, 
and fast.
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2.2 Profile

The Profile tab provides all details about your company and your account. 
Here you can edit all the information including contact details, important 
notes and descriptions. You can also link social accounts and upload 
company documents as well as other important files that accessible to your 
partners. This section can be also considered as your profile settings page.

‘Network’ is one of the sections in the platform which can be found in the 
Profile tab.  There you can view all members whose rates you may be 
following, and you can also see partners who follow your rates. Following 
rates helps members to potentially increase their sales geography and shows 
their rates in the Logistics Explorer tool – a freight calculator and booking 
system that is available to each DFA member to be used as a white label tool 
for customers to calculate rates on your website (see more in p. 6).
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2.2.1 KYC

KYC (Know Your Customer) form is the requirement for verification process 
and DFA Payment Protection. As a Standard DFA member you need to 
submit a short KYC form which is appeared once you click on KYC tab. 
Premium members have to submit short and then long KYC forms. After 
submission our team will check if the information provided is in order and 
approve or reject it, therefore you will receive a notification about it by mail. 
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2.3 Inbox

2.4 Bookings

Here you can manage your communication with your DFA account 
managers and members.

Bookings - the most important part of your Virtual Office. Once any 
customer books your rate(s) for import or export, the booking will appear in 
this section of the platform. All new bookings will be directed to the “New” 
tab, current ones to the “In progress” tab, and those which have been 
cancelled or finished to the “Archive” tab. You can also navigate here using 
the search filters by focusing your search to ‘mode of transport’ or ‘booking 
number’.
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2.4.1 Documents

2.4.2 Finance

Documents tab makes it convenient to upload all associated paperwork to 
the booking. This tab is available both in Shipper and Carrier account, which 
means that the final customer can supply you with the needed documents 
directly from here, and the same works from your side. If there are certain 
form letters, applications of which other parties to be made aware and so on,  
and when the waybill copies become available,  as a logistics provider, you 
can also put those documents here, and they will become available to your 
customer(s).  All paperwork will be stored in this archive for easy access from 
your desktop or mobile app. The document drag & drop functionality is 
available for your convenience.

Finance tab shows your calculations for the booking according to the rates 
you have added.

Finance table has the following columns:

•	Service Name 

•	Provider 

•	Quantity 

•	Currency 

•	Net rate 

•	Sell Rate 

•	Profit Per Unit 

•	Profit Total
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Service Name is by default extracted from the booking name which the 
customer has made. You can edit Service Name by manual input or selection 
from the library, as well as adding new rows and adding service level 
agreements (SLAs).

The Provider column is your subcontractor, which can be a trucking 
company, shipping line or airline company, port/terminal authority, agent or 
other third party.

The Quantity column refers to the number of transport units in the booking 
(containers, trucks, wagons). The calculation is per unit, but in the profit 
calculation the quantity multiplies by the final figure. Quantity does not refer 
to LCL/LTL/Air shipments, as these are calculated in tons/cbm (lbs/cbf).

For the profit calculation column, for example, if you have added your rate 
for ocean freight from Shanghai to Dubai at USD 1000 for a 20ft container, 
your port fees come to USD 450, and trucking within the city of Dubai will 
come to USD 300 per container - These fees will show as your selling rates. In 
the backend, you can add your net rates that will not be visible to any 
member/client and your profit will be automatically calculated, visible in the 
dashboard. In our example, if your margins were USD 100 for the container, 
USD 100 for the port and USD 100 for the trucking fees, your net rates would 
be: 


•	Trucking USD 900 net, USD 1000 gross = USD 100 profit

•	Port fees USD 350 net, USD 450 gross = USD 100 profit

•	Trucking fees USD 200, USD 300 gross = USD 100 profit


your total profit will be USD 300 per unit. If you have several transport units – 

the profit will be multiplied accordingly.
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2.5 More

Adding managers

Managing commission

Within the apps section as shown above, there is a 3 dot menu that contains 
other settings and beta-testing features (payments, documents etc.). From 
here you are able to add or remove users (if you are managing the 
company’s SeaRates Tools account); manage your commission policy 
(margin on top of your rates) and templates (providing additional 
information or comments to the rates of which you need to make 
stakeholders aware).
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Managing templates

In the bottom of the left bar of the screen you can see your profile strength, 
which will be shown to other users. To complete it, do not forget to provide 
all details about yourself, as well as including your profile photo. Wallpaper 
will be automatically linked from your Company profile.
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Following rates

My partner rates

Adding my commission

By opting-in your rates for other members, to leverage them for their 
customers, you have the opportunity to win new business.  The member will 
either add their margin on top of your rates or you can competitively split 
commissions of your existing rate.
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Viewing partner’s rates on my site
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3. Logistics Explorer integration

DFA offers a unique opportunity for logistics providers to connect to 
exclusive products developed, maintained and improved by the 
SeaRates.com tech team, an ongoing collaboration with working logistics 
companies from different countries.

All Members receive such unique opportunity to integrate Logistics Explorer 
tool to their website, by default as a white-label solution for premium 
members and branded under logo SeaRates by DP World for standard 
members. 

Logistics Explorer is the most powerful freight calculation tool created in the 
industry. Now you can quote your rates to thousands of customers at any 
time and get online bookings for FCL, LCL, Air, Road, Rail transport and 
more.

Standard members will be using the platform without ability to subscribe or 
share rates of other freight forwarders or SeaRates on it as premium 
members can.

Create your own pricing policy and show your rates to potential customers, 
as well as special rates to specific customers. 

Allow your customers to get your instant quotes and book 24/7.
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3.1 Rates & Tariffs

This tab is extremely important. It is where you manage your shipping rates 
by sea, land and air. You can fill in rates in two ways:

 by typing or pasting from clipboard
 by using our bulk import function and uploading the document in CSV 

or	XLS forma
 premium member can also upload their rates automatically by using API 

syste
 each premium member has it is own rates manager who will help him 

upload his rates in system

The structure of the tab is segmented as follows: 

1.	Sea: 

    - FCL 

    - LCL 

    - Bulk 

2.	Air 

3.	Land: 

    - Road 

    - Rail
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4.	Communicating between members

By joining DFA, you have access to a network of Freight Forwarders in 190+ 
countries. The existing members will help you understand the market and 
how to approach your customers with more certainty.

As members, you are able to ensure service reliability that is underpinned by 
leading logistics providers around the world to uphold world class standards.

Please note that we divided DFA Directory in accordance with your 
membership. Now we have Free and Premium Directories. The difference is 
that free members can see in the list only free members but premium 
members can see and check both.
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5. Reselling other premium members & SeaRates rates on your 
website.

All DFA Premium members are digitally connected. By clicking on the “my 
network” link, you will find yourself in a panel where you will see all partners 
from different countries in the DFA network. On each partner’s icon you can 
see the Follow button. By clicking on this button, you will have the 
opportunity to synchronize all the tariffs that this company has added. 
Subscribing to the partner’s tariffs means that his bids will be sold on your 
site taking into account your commission, which you set in advance in the 
settings. For you, this means additional earnings at partner rates. These rates 
will be offered to your visitors as your own.

For example, a freight forwarder in Germany needing tariffs for a container 
shipment on different shipping lines from China, can find a DFA member in 
China and subscribe to all of their tariffs (which by default will be better than 
tariffs on FOB available from your local shipping line). The key benefit here is 
that you have been able to provide a rate for your client and consequently 
have retained them.  In the same way, other partners can subscribe to your 
tariffs and resell them in their countries, thus expanding your sales 
geography.
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By opting-in your rates for other members, to leverage them for their 
customers, you have the opportunity to win new business.  The member will 
either add their margin on top of your rates or you can competitively split 
commissions of your existing rate.
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6.	Ability to advertise your rates on SeaRates marketplace

To add your rates, follow these steps:

As a premium DFA member, you have a great opportunity to promote your 
services to more than 20 thousand of potential customers every day through 
DP World's SeaRates.com, AirRates.com and LandRates.com. Your rates will 
be shown in thousands of daily search results to customers whose specific 
needs match with your rates supply. The more competitive your rates, the 
higher chance you have of winning the booking bid.

Free members can upload rates and advertise it only in the LE on their own 
websites.

Only DFA Premium members are able to access the rates engine to add their 
rates to potential SeaRates customers. 

1)	Go to your Virtual Office, find Rates & Tariffs tab and select the type of tariff 
you want to add

2)	Follow the hints to add rates for: 

a.	Sea - FCL, LCL or Bulk 

b.	Airfreight 

c.	Land – FTL, LTL or FWL
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Adding rates for FCL

Adding rates for LCL

Adding rates for Bulk
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Adding rates for Air cargo

Adding rates for FTL

Adding rates for LTL
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Adding rates for FCL rail

Adding rates for FWL

3)	Alternatively, you can import your rates from xls/csv file to bulk upload the 
rates for multiple carriers, routes and countries.
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4)	Ask our Rates Manager for assistance: If you’re facing issues uploading 
your rates, you can send your rates to  in any form 
referencing your member ID and our specialist will be able to support you.

rates@searates.com

To learn more about adding rates and filling all fields quickly and efficiently, 
please visit SeaRates YouTube channel to watch a tutorial at

https://www.youtube.com/searatesofficial
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6.1 Lead generation

Lead generation is one of the most important functions of Logistics Explorer. 
The number of possible combinations of routes and modes of transport is so 
vast that it cannot be calculated even in billions. Although it is possible to 
predict the most popular destinations that customers are interested in, there 
are always routes for which it is hard to get rate quickly.

Even in these cases, to avoid losing the potential customer, the platform 
allows him to leave a quick request for transportation without the hassle of 
filling in complex forms. The ability to generate leads in an affiliate like 
manner makes the platform an extremely valuable tool for creating a 
database of your own clients, on which you can work more efficiently 
together with your network of DFA partners.
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7.	Payment Protection

The main objective of Digital Freight Alliance is to build a stable and long-
term partnership between all members of the network, in which all premium 
participants enjoy the luxury of financial confidence when conducting 
business with other premium members in the group under the most 
complete guarantees. DFA transactions are guaranteed between enrolled 
member offices in the case of non-payment. In this respect, we are happy to 
announce the launch of the DFA Protection Plan, as part of the benefits of 
being a premium member of the network.

To learn more: https://www.df-alliance.com/benefits/payment-protection

DFA payment protection

Payment protection covers only ocean freight invoices related to the 
offices/cities that are registered/listed in the Directory. We encourage you 
to list all your offices and branches with DFA to get the maximum coverage. 

Premium insurance

Premium DFA members are automatically covered by a best in class credit 
risk insurance. The insurance starts at US$10.000 per year, and can 
accumulate to a maximum of US$100.000 for same period. 

Payment  SchemeProtection

90% Premium DFA members are automatically covered by a best in 
class credit risk insurance. The insurance starts at US$10.000 up 
to US$100.000 per year.


0% Standard Inactive DFA members are not covered by the 
network credit insurance.

40% Standard Active DFA members matching all requirements are 
automatically covered by a best in class credit risk insurance. 
The insurance covers transactions for the loss amount from 
US$10.000 up to US$50.000 per year based on specific 
conditions, aiming to provide compensation for money lost due 
to non-payment of invoices for the handling of transactions 
between enrolled DFA members.
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8.	Cargoes Runner ERP

Key features

CARGOES Runner aims to provide a single platform solution with a suite of 
tools to enable digital freight forwarding. The fully integrated ERP solution 
offers visibility, transparency, and cost-efficiency across freight forwarding 
operations. CARGOES Runner manages workflows end-to-end, with tools to 
improve per-capita productivity and per-shipment profitability.

We manage end to end workflow from Quotations to Shipments, Jobs and 
Invoices. We connect to your booking agents and custom brokers for 
electronic data exchange. We keep track of every account receivable and 
payable for maximum profitability.

Sailing Schedules Carrier Bookings Customer Portal

Document Management Workflow Approval Truck Orders

Integrated Messaging Freight Station Track & Trace

Customs ClearanceQuotation Billing & Invoicing
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Quotations

 Integrated global ocean sailing schedule search;


 Automated pricing based on the route, mode, company tariff, and profit 
margin rules;

 Store and reuse quotations;

 Tariff approval/rejection workflow before sending quotes to clients;

 Email delivery of quotes with an expiration date.

To learn more: https://www.df-alliance.com/services/cargoes-runner
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9. Other digital solutions 

9.1 Tracking system

Premium DFA members can integrate additionally 2 digital tools such as 
Container Tracking and Ship Schedules by default as a white-label solution 
for their websites. 

The Tracking System is a unique application that was created with the aim of 
tracking cargo without the need to visit multiple sites of various carriers. In 
the modern world of logistics, customers will not perceive a forwarder as a 
reputable service provider if they are unable to digitally track their goods. 
Customers are likely to question a carrier’s credibility if that carrier does not 
provide tracking information on the movement of their valuable goods in 
real time. 

The Tracking System seamlessly solves this issue. The design of the tool easily 
adapts to any site and is customized in accordance with the wishes of the 
owner. The system works with more than 130 shipping lines, including all 
global lines and some NVOCCs. It shows the identical information received 
directly from the line, and moreover, it visualizes the route on the map.

The Tracking System, like other SeaRates applications, has live support and 
receives regular updates with the release of new features. 
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9.2 Ship Schedules

Whether you're planning container bookings or analyzing vessel 
movements, SeaRates has the most comprehensive sailing schedule 
database. Complete, accurate and updated continuously, our schedule data 
is available to logistics professionals – anytime and anywhere.

We allow you to check shipping schedules by routing, by port, by vessel, or by 
carrier. This service can be integrated to your system via web technology.

SeaRates offers the ultimate system, powering your business with actual 
sailing dates within major ocean carriers for container shipping and beyond. 
We synchronise sailing schedules coming from the actual carriers’ data and 
allow you to plan container bookings or analyze vessel movements and 
transit time.

If you are a DFA member, you don’t pay for SeaRates web-based tools 
integration setup. We have a dedicated IT department who can help you 
with that; all we need is temporary admin access to integrate the tools for 
you. If you do not feel comfortable giving temporary access, we can guide a 
technical third party of your choice to implement the tools safely.
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9.3 Other tools

We offer for additional tools for integration, which are in high demand, and 
include:

1.	Distances & Time (analytics) 

2.	Load Calculator (stuffing optimization)

All of these applications are available in Edge or API versions.  Please contact 
our integrations team at sales@searates.com if you would like to explore 
more about these tools.

By adopting a digital mindset for your business, you demonstrate strong 
innovative and technical capabilities to existing and prospective customers 
side of your business, allowing them to experience the value of your offering.
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10.	Your Account Manager

Increase your sales online by leveraging our bespoke account manager 
service.


Your company will be assigned an account manager, mandated to work 
closely with your company on a daily basis.

An account manager is DFA’s internal stakeholder who has the knowledge 
about every shipping lead received from SeaRates, AirRates and LandRates. 
These leads are measured in hundreds every day, thus creating additional 
commercial potential for every DFA Member.


In fact, your Account Manager is essentially your assigned sales 
representative, who is dedicated to your company, and tasked to bringing 
you additional cargoes to handle. Based on the quality and competitiveness 
of your services, your account manager will be able to give you more leads.


Additionally, if you need an urgent contact with us, you can reach out on the 
24/7 hotline +1 718 425 3169, on email info@df-alliance.com, or in chat on the 
first page of DFA, SeaRates, AirRates or LandRates.



THANKS FOR

JOINING US!


